
Although, I received invitation before my Victoria State Sponsorship received a response hence with the invitation I sent a mail to Victoria to cancel my nomination request.
I did not receive any response but probably they got the job done.

__________________
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mainak
Member

Invitation and Visa application process with document list

“The step” where faint-hearted tends to think wish I had an agent... What I loved maximum in this forum is watching so many people fumbling at this stage to gradually gain confidence just b
submitting alone with only help from official document and forum friends. Therefore, in this post I will detail in maximum for the benefit of all the future travellers in this journey.

To start with, here are all the files that I uploaded. I kept them ready such that I can file visa as soon as the invitation comes. All documents are color xerox, certified true copy and then co
exercised all these just because I had access to means.

In the assembly of screenshots above, Image 1 shows the top level folder structure in which way I grouped my documents. Company names are hidden for privacy. You can see there a
uploaded aadhaar and pan card as additional identity proofs. They are Not mandatory. These are some special documents which work as an Id Proof for Indian citizens. Rest are self e

The document 'character_statutory_declaration' is a special case for me. I visited a country 9 years back for 1.5 years from where all my attempts to procure a PCC failed. This sealed th
response, CO asked me to submit a self prepared statutory declaration. The template of that is attached here as character-statutory-declaration.pdf. You won't find this document anywh

You, remya2013, JitenJ and 3 others like this.
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aspirants in the same boat. Image 3 shows the content of the folder 'ACS and IELTS'.

Image 4 is the content of 'Qualifications' folder. This is the same set that I submitted to ACS. For graduation and post graduation, as the marks were in grades, I scanned the back of th
10th and 12th documents are required or not (I mean mandatory) but I uploaded them anyway.

Image 5 is the content which is identical for 4 of the employment sub-folders. One was little different - that is the current one which does not have a release letter yet. The fifth one out is in t
certificate in this image is the standard one without roles and responsibilities). You can see that each document followed the same nomenclature to have company name added in the fil
into single document. This may be overkill and you can produce one payslip per quarter - I think that's fair enough.

Tax documents, Image 7, I added separately and grouped them here under 'Tax Retunrs'. This document varies from country to country. For India, people usually upload Form 16. I pref
Secondly, Form 16 is just company declaration for TDS and there can be other incomes. Thirdly, I ignored ITR too because that also what I am submitting. IT Return acknowledgement is the
paying it fully or not. This is a reasoning of mine, yours may defer my dear reader. I uploaded since day 0 of my employment.

Lastly, Image 8 shows the content for 'Bank Statements'. As you can see, I submitted for last 6.5 years. I highlighted the document thoroughly where salary credit is shown.

Software I used for PDF file save / print / split / merge: PDF Redirect
To compress big size PDF: PDFCompress! - Compress PDF files online for free.
To unlock secured PDF: PDFUnlock! - Unlock secured PDF files online for free.

Next is the document type listing as I used while uploading to IMMI account. I have seen multiple question in this forum regarding this... hope this helps who are still in the process. Aga
shall give a true complete picture.
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mainak
Member

PCC, Medicals and finally Grant!

This thing varies hugely from country to country. Like majority of the applicants, I too did this proactively. I had same current address as written in the passport hence received the PCC on
no need to wait for any appointment. You can just walk in for PCC in the next morning after submitting the request online.

For medicals, I have seen varied responses hence nothing standard here. The requirement from DIBP is same to all but how hospitals honor that - varies tremendously. I have seen peo
being done. My experience felt in the second category. The general physician took less than 100 seconds to complete my form. I had spectacles but without looking at me he wrote 6/6 vision
blood and urine test, the whole process looked like a mockery to me. Anyway, I take that as an one off incident.

What NEXT ??

I received grant in about 7 weeks since lodgement and in exact one month since CO contacted. Grant letter is in hand now for around 3 days. I am not an emotional guy... hence exciteme
Life will slowly go back to more time in stackoverflow / carwale / 500px than in expatforum. So the real battle - getting a job and settling in Oz land - is yet to start. Hope that would be an

Thank you all. If you reached till here (without quick scroll down) then I admire your patience. Thank you so much for reading my post!

God bless
Mainak (yes its my name, not forum id)

__________________
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bond_bhai
Member

Wow! This thread has staggering amount of information! Great job m8!

You, mikstylo, jre05 and 12 others like this.

You, happybuddha, zahon and 14 others like this.
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